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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
The Entrepreneurship at
Cornell Celebration
conference is less than a
month away! We look
forward to seeing you on
Thursday, April 19th and
Friday, April 20th. Events
include a Shark Tank panel, eLab Demo Day,
and the Big Idea Competition Finale. To view
the full Celebration schedule and register to
attend, click here.
Congratulations to the 2018 BIG Idea finalists,
whose business ideas put them in the running
for $9,000 in cash prizes at the competition's
finale during Celebration. On Friday, April 20th
at eHub Collegetown, the six non-profit and six
for-profit finalists will each present for five
minutes to an audience of peers, faculty,
entrepreneurs, distinguished guests, and the

public. The winners ? one idea from each
category ? will be selected based upon a
combination of rankings by judges and
audience popular votes.
In addition to cash prizes, the winners
receive invites to the LCL Summer Incubator
program, an 8-week summer program open
to Cornell students to kickstart companies
offering mentorship from top
entrepreneurs and support from a vibrant
startup community. Applications for LCL
Summer 2018 are open until April 14.
Students can apply with their own startup
or apply to join a startup team here.
The Spring recruitment cycle of Student
Agencies, Inc. is well on its way as
businesses prepare for their peak seasons. I
look forward to hearing about the
continued success of SAI as the team grows.

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

-

-

An overview of the eLab start-up
Antithesis Foods, a company hoping to
change the way people look at snacks;
An interview with SAI alumnae Br ook e
Ger st ein ('14) about her current
ventures; and
An introduction to the current SAI
Director of Human Resources, Dan iel
M u seles ('20).

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen ('90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation, Inc

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

-

-

-

Alber t Liao ('14), an eLab alumnus,
started a new position as Principal
Engineer at Applied Predictive
Technologies.
Vish al Sh ah (M BA '13), an eLab
alumnus, started a new position as
Director of Revenue Recognition at
Optimizely.
Jason Per elsh t eyn (Ph D ?10), a former
Graduate Manager of TakeNote, started
a new position as a Data Engineer at
Sidecar.
M ich ael Gallagh er ('09), a former
General Manager of Hired Hands and
President of Student Agencies, began a
new position as Senior Director of
Customer Experience Optimization at
SquareTrade.

-

Rebecca Robin son ('07), an eLab
alumnus, began a new position as Vice
President of Business Development at
Maidbot.

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something
new, please let us know here.

.

ELABFEATUREDSTART-UP:
ANTITHESISFOODS
ByPriyaKankanhalli
Do you love food? Do you also love nutritious
and healthy meals? Then, Antithesis Foods
might be the eLab startup for you. Formed in
Ithaca, NY in 2017, Antithesis Foods reworks
the typically unhealthy nature of snacks with a
scrumptious twist.

Jason Goodm an (Ph D '20), co-founder of
Antithesis Foods, is currently pursuing a PhD

in Food Science at Cornell University.
Reflecting on the conception of the
young startup, Jason shares that
Antithesis Foods began as a simple
project in a Product Development
class. The desire to solve a pressing
problem persisted among Jason and
his teammates and propelled the idea
beyond the classroom. With little
background in business, Jason and his
teammates sought guidance through
eLab to transform the notion of
Antithesis Foods into a reality.
Central to the startup?s product line is
the chickpea. Antithesis Foods
harnesses the versatility of this base,
varying texture and enhancing the
chickpea with flavorful coatings to
create chickpea bites, an indulgence
that is both tasty and nourishing.

Manufactured in
portable packets,
chickpea bites are
perfect for those
aiming to follow
disciplined diets
without sacrificing
savory goodness.
Ultimately, Antithesis Foods strives to
introduce a snack recognizable for its
deliciousness ? even before its nutritional
value, ?[crafted] through all the best
science.? To view the official website of
Antithesis Foods, click here.
Prior to eLab, Jason explains that the team
had no clear idea of its target customer.
Through eLab, Jason and his team could
engage in workshops and learn how to tell a
story, how to form and structure a company,
and how to condense a lengthy

conversation into a 30-second business
pitch. Above all, eLab armed Jason with
the confidence to pursue his goals. ?Just
do it,? he urges, ?don?t be afraid to start.?

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT:
BROOKEGERSTEIN
ByPriyaKankanhalli
Br ook e Ger st ein (?14),
former Editor-in-Chief of
The Cornellian, reflects
fondly on her time as a
student in the School of
Hotel Administration and
especially as an employee
of Student Agencies Inc.
Initially, Brooke shares,
she was hoping to attend a warmer, sunnier
university. However, in hindsight, she cherishes
the ?opportunity at Cornell, and the ability to
experience anything [she] wanted to.?
Brooke refers to her time as Editor-in-Chief with
Student Agencies as a ?turning point, [and a]
unique and powerful part of her Cornell

experience,? allowing her to realize her
ambitions through the guidance of
mentors who believed in her and an
amazing support network. She identifies
the ?self-starting attitude? of everyone at
Student Agencies as a distinguishing
feature ? one that she continues to
channel into her current ventures. Brooke
has held short-term roles in consulting and
marketing for smaller businesses but is
now working towards the launch of a wine
bar in Dallas, Texas. She hopes to tell an
exciting, eclectic story through her
knowledge of hospitality and create an
atmosphere that is akin to ?an extension of
the living room.? Additionally, Brooke is
collaborating with a fellow SHA alumnus to
develop webinars that facilitate open
dialogue with leaders in the hospitality
industry.
After Cornell, Brooke proceeded to earn a

Master ?s Degree in Communication and Media
Studies under the clear skies of the University
of Southern California. In the future, she
hopes to ?leverage digital media to make wine
a much more approachable topic,? an effort
that will doubtlessly be appreciated by many.
To those presently involved with Student
Agencies, Brooke advises: ?continue to hone
the networks [that you are offered, and] look
into the past to innovate for the future.?

ANINTERVIEWWITHSAI
DIRECTOROFHUMANRESOURCES
DANIELMUSELES
ByNicoleGilmartin
Dan iel M u seles
('20), a sophomore
in the School of
Industrial and
Labor Relations,
first learned about
Student Agencies,
Inc. through a
Facebook post
about recruitment
last fall ? perfect
timing, as Daniel had recently left the crew
team and intended to focus more on his
professional interests. Inspired by the
"awesome" student-run aspect of the

businesses, Daniel decided to apply to join
the team.
Daniel dove right into his new role as
Director of Human Resources, onboarding
just in time for this year 's spring recruitment
cycle. With the guidance of the outgoing
Director of Human Resources, Dan n y Sh ar p
('18), Daniel organized the recruitment of
several assistant managers for Big Red
Shipping & Storage and Hired Hands as well
as the new Cornellian yearbook team.
During his tenure, Daniel intends to spread
the message of SAI more effectively to
expand its reach and attract top talent.
Given that his internship last summer at
Alliance Partners involved creating a video
meant to attract new clients, he should be
well equipped to apply those same skills to
attract top talent to SAI.
Daniel looks forward to planning a summer
full of employee relations and team bonding

events; his ideas include camping, a lake
house trip, and hiking excursions. Daniel
enjoys going on
daily hikes with his
1-year old dog, a
Newfoundland
named Kai who will
also be spending the
summer in Ithaca.
Daniel's love for the
outdoors is further
exemplified by how he spent part of the
past summer: he took a road trip through
the Pacific Northwest and Canadian Rockies,
backpacking and living out of his van for
over two weeks.

